
MINUTES
ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING 
SEPT 25TH, 2021



25th September, 2021
DATE

10AM
TIME

706 Chemin de Peidessalle, Valbonne, France 06560

and

Online via video conference (Zoom)

LOCATION

Loreley Picourt (President)

Colette Redon (Treasurer)

Francoise Campion (Secretary)

Raphael Reck (Vice President)

Lynn Lawrance

Arnaud Brival

Cedric Fleutiaux

Paul Gerbeaud

Greg Johannes

Marine Lacourie

25 guests (7 in person, 18 online), comprised of volunteers, donors and supporters.

ATTENDEES

None

APOLOGIES
None

PROXIES

Thanh Vi Latour

Andrea Haeger

Klaus Haeger

Annika Hartell

Adriano Accetta

Chloe  Le Cam

Steven Mende

AGENDA
1. President’s Welcome
2. Minutes of previous AGM
3. Financial Report 2020
4. The SEA People Activity Report: overview of the past years achievements, outline the our objectives for the
next 12-24 months
5. Other Business 
6. Question Time
7. Closing and Thank-you
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1.1: President Loreley Picourt (attending via video conference), opened the AGM welcoming all

attendees and providing brief highlight of the key achievements throughout the past 12 months,

including re-entry of key team members into Indonesia (challenging due to covid restrictions),

development of x2 further reef restoration projects and the further development and implementation

of innovative conservation technology. 

1.2: Quorum declared as present, and meeting officially declared open. 

1.3: President moved to transfer position of Chair to Lynn Lawrance, which was approved by the

members by a show of hands. 

online audio/visual check

acknowledgement and explanation of working language (English) and any relevant translation (French)

acknowledgement of attendees (members, supporters, general interest)

notification of timing

indication of question time at end of meeting

handover to Association President to officially open meeting

Prior to the official opening of this meeting, Lynn Lawrance (present in person), conducted a short

'housekeeping' introduction in order to explain the administrative elements of the meeting.  This included:

2.1: As per agenda item 2, the Chair presented the minutes of the 2020 AGM, held on September 5th,

2021, for approval.  Click here for minutes as circulated:  The SEA People AGM Minutes – 2020 

These minutes were circulated to members with the notice of the 2021 AGM, and for the the purposes

of this meeting, were taken as read. The Chair put to the members that these minutes were a true and

accurate record of the 2020 AGM, as approved by the Board on 5th September 2020.

All members indicated by a show of hands that these minutes were a true and accurate record of the

2020 AGM, and in the absence of any comments, questions or disagreements, the Chair declared that

the minutes were approved and noted by the members. 

2. Approval of minutes of previous AGM

1. Official welcome, words from President
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https://theseapeople.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/03/ENGLISH-The-SEA-People-AGM-2020-Minutes.pdf


3.1: The Treasurer presented the financial records of the Association, from 19/7/2019 (association

registration) to 31/12/2020, as outlined in the Figure 1, and in accordance with all presiding tax laws. 

3. Treasurer's Report / Financial Records

 3.2:  The Chair put it to the members that the financial records as presented were true and accurate,

and in the absence of any comments, questions or disagreements, the Chair declared that the Financial

Records were approved and noted by the members. 

Figure 1
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A) OVERVIEW - presented by The Chair  (Lynn Lawrance)

A.1: The Chair the moved onto Agenda item 4; an overview of the achievements of The SEA People and

it's partner organisation, Yayasan Orang Laut Papua.  This overview was conducted collaboratively by

the Chair, and Wakil Ketua (Vice Chairman) of Yayasan Orang Laut Papua; Arnaud Brival. 

A.2: The Chair provided an explanation of a 'legal year' vs a 'field year' was provided to the members

and guests.  A legal year was defined as a calendar year, and field year defined as Sept-Aug of any given

year, coinciding with the field activities of the Association and Yayasan in Raja Ampat. 

B) SEA TRACKER - presented by The Chair (Lynn Lawrance) and Arnaud Brival

B.1: The Chair provided an overview of key highlights/achievements for previous field year (Sept 2020-

Aug 2021), including statistics relating to reef restoration, local community members employed and

trained in various aspects of restoration and reef monitoring, the launch of SEA TRACKER and its

associated MOU with Marine Park Authorities and training with ranger patrol teams, number of active

volunteers and new partnerships and collaborations. 

B.2: The Chair in collaboration with Arnaud Brival then provided an overview of 'SEA TRACKER'; a

custom designed conservation technology custom developed by The SEA People. This overview

included the problems SEA TRACKER was aiming to address, how SEA TRACKER addresses these

problems, and what outcomes could be achieved for improved ranger patrol and MPA management by

utilising this technology.

Progress in terms of field implementation were presented, including further technical development,

field testing and deployment, and the announcement of an MOU with Provincial Government for the

official use of SEA TRACKER by Raja Ampat Marine Park Authorities.

Current findings within SEA TRACKER were presented by showcasing the interactive dashboards/data

visualisation, followed by an explanation of the 'next steps' in terms of development and

implementation. 

C) YAF KERU - presented by Arnaud Brival

C.1: Expanding upon the highlights/statistics mentioned in earlier overview,  the key progress relating

to Yaf Keru Reef Restoration was provided, including progress and expansion (capacity building and

equipment) and the development of technology based planning and monitoring solutions that had been

developed in the last 12 months. Acknowledgement and thanks was also given to Planete Mer and other

partners for ongoing mentoring and remote support for the further development and expansion of reef

restoration efforts. 

C.2: A short explanation of our reef assessment methods (manta tow, mapping, rapid reef assessment)

was given, along with a demonstration of the 'Yaf Keru virtual experience' which was announced as

soon to be released/published on the website. 

C.3: "Next steps" for Yaf Keru were highlighted and explained, including the goal of upscaling to reach

the capacity of restoring 1ha per year, investment in infrastructure, the potential inclusion eco tourism

activities (reef restoration) to help sustain/support the program financially.  

4. Activity Report
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an increase in donor contributions

a decrease in Co-Founder contributions

stability in grants

a decrease in service agreements (explained by funding decrease due to covid-19 influencing major

donor) 

an increase in volunteer hours, whereby volunteer hours of x2 main volunteers increased, with the

addition of other volunteers provided the main increase in total volunteer contributions 

D) ORANG LAUT RAJA AMPAT: MPA MONITORING AND CITIZEN SCIENCE - presented by Arnaud

Brival

D.1: An update on this program was provided, and included an explanation of the impact of covid-19

and associated border closures/cessation of tourism in Raja Ampat. Given the program relies upon a

'citizen science' approach that involves recreational diving/snorkelling and the related tourism, it was

explained that the program had slowed significantly, with limited participation due to the absence of

participants. 

D.2: Key progress was still achieved and presented to the members, largely based around the

development of interactive data visualisation tools that would be available for marine park

management, based on data collected/to be collected through this program.

D.3: Arnaud provided a demonstration of this data visualisation, based on existing data of 5000+ dives

and the findings during these dives. 

E) FINANCIAL REPORT - FIELD YEAR: SEPTEMBER 2020 to AUGUST 2021 -  presented by Lynn

Lawrance (the Chair) 

E.1: an explanation of the relationship between The SEA People and Yayasan Orang Laut was provided;

whereby: 

The SEA People "provide support to ecosystems and community based environmental management of marine

ecosystems in West Papua, Indonesia, through fundraising, awareness campaigns and by providing relevant

administrative and logistical aid to Yayasan Orang Laut Papua (YOLP)"  

and 

"All funds raised by The SEA People are donated to YOLP, OR allocated to activities that support the activities

of YOLP "

E.2: Process for decisions around allocation of funding were explained. The consideration ecological

impact, community engagement and long term sustainability were highlighted as the critical points in

determining how to allocate funding. 

E.3: Total operating budget was presented, which was inclusive of, donor contributions (all kinds), Co-

Founder Contributions, Grants, Service Agreements, Value of Voluntary Hours (calculated based on the

value that would have been paid if all volunteers received market rate remuneration).   Total operating

budget Year 1 vs Year 2 was highlighted:

Year 1: €212,276

Year 2: €243,656

E.4: Total operating budget was then broken down by the value of it's contributing components: which

indicated the following change from Year 1 to Year 2: 
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E.5: An update on actual income was provided, and whilst overall operating budget had increased Year

1 to Year 2, it was demonstrated that actual income decreased:

Income Year 1: €72,256

Income Year 2: €49, 724

E.6: An explanation of the movement of funds in/out of the bank accounts of both The SEA People and

Yayasan Orang Laut was provided, as per Figure 2.

E.7: An explanation of Yayasan Orang Laut Expenditure was then provided, highlighted how funds were

allocated in Raja Ampat (see Figure 3), and the overall contribution of the Yaysan's directly back into

the local community.  

Figure 2

Figure 3
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F) REDUCTION FISCALE - presented by Arnaud Brival

Members were informed of the Association receiving the 'status of general interest' (Association a

caractere d'interet general approve par le gouvernement Francais), and therefore the ability for any

individual, resident in France for tax purposes, to be eligible for a tax reduction on any donation given

The SEA People.

5. Other Business: The Next 12 months 

an update to the current constitution/statute to allow for growth of the foundation and provide a

better legal framework and provision for all activities, and increase confidence amongst larger

donors and commercial/corporate partners.  An EGM will be scheduled in order to motion for the

new constitution/statute, which is currently being reviewed by a lawyer. 

an explanation of a transition from general membership to "professional membership"  in order to

further professionalises the foundation, whilst continuing to value and recognise supporters,

without the burden of legal responsibility and member obligation. 

A) ADMINISTRATIVE UPDATE - presented by Lynn Lawrance (The Chair)

Information was provided to the members regarding some upcoming administrative changes, including:

B) THE BOAT - presented by Arnaud Brival

Arnaud explained our intention to upscale the work of The SEA People in Raja Ampat, which was

underpinned by a need for a boat to operate as a working base.  A presentation was given of the type of

boat currently under consideration.  Built locally, this custom catamaran would provide training and

employment for local people and support a local NGO and Resort that have been hit hard by the

pandemic.  

C) A 52 minute DOCUMENTARY - presented by Arnaud Brival

Attendees were informed of the interest/intention of a production company to produce a 52 minute

documentary about Raja Ampat, with input from, and a featuring of, The SEA People.  This project is

confirmed, but is pending the opening of borders and the ability of crew to enter the country.

D) Yaf Keru Virtual Experience  - presented by Arnaud Brival

An overview and 'sneak peek' of the Yaf Keru virtual experience was given, and attendees were

informed that this would soon be launched publicly and available for viewing via our website. 

This virtual experience enables participants and stakeholders to view Yaf Keru projects via a map that

is populated in real time with periodical photos of the same points throughout Yaf Keru restoration

areas, transparently showing progress over time.  

D) Papuan Dive Instructor Course - presented by Arnaud Brival

The intention to provide training for local community members (who are already dive masters) from

Raja Ampat to participate in Scuba Instructor courses was presented. 

Arnaud explained why this was crucially important as currently there is only one Papuan Dive

instructor, with little opportunity/accessibility for others to participate in this training.  Subsequently 
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these positions (dive instructor, dive center manager) tend to go to people from outside Raja Ampat,

and local community members are offered lower skilled jobs such as dive guide or boat crew.

The SEA People indicated the importance of truly local dive instructors (from Raja Ampat) as a means

for empowerment, cultural pride and capacity building for the instructor trainees, and upon

qualification, other local community members in Raja Ampat. 

E) SEA TRACKER: TRAINING SEASON 2  - presented by Arnaud Brival 

An explanation was given of the intent to return to the Ranger posts previously visited, to improve the

quality of data input into SEA TRACKER, and provide further training on the use and output of this

technology. 

F) UPSCALING OPERATIONS  - presented by Arnaud Brival 

An explanation of the current operational model was provided (collaboration/symbiosis with existing

stakeholders, volunteers), demonstrated as virtuous but with limitations in terms of upscaling

(logistical limits, dependency, uncertainty).

A visual display (via graph) demonstrated our intended funding model over time, and indication of our

current position on that timeline, see Figure 4.  

Figure 4

G) FUNDRAISING: EXISTING OPPORTUNITIES  - presented by Lynn Lawrance (The Chair)

The Chair provided and overview of existing Fundraising opportunities including the Small Change Big

Chang campaign, as well as the opening of a new online merchandise shop - containing 'circular fashion'

merchandise produced using no waste, renewable technology.  A new partnership (donation plus display

stand) with shopping center 'Portet' in Toulouse was presented to the members.
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H) FUNDRAISING: EMERGING OPPORTUNITIES  - presented by The Chair

The Chair provided and overview of emerging fundraising opportunities including payment of a service

agreement with Marine Park Authorities and the Province to implement SEA Tracker, in Raja Ampat and

other MPAs throughout West Papua.  x4 grant applications are currently in process, and the association

is for the first time exploring private sector partnerships and conservation finance/blended finance.

I) CALL FOR SUPPORT   - presented by The Chair

The Chair gave a direct call for support from members, donors and supporters to offer assistance of

multiple kinds to The SEA People. Examples of individual action, networked action and skills based

action were provided. 

'Active SEA People' were publicly acknowledged, as a means to thank these supporters/volunteers and

provide examples of they type of activities that could be conducted to support The SEA People.

The following people were recognised and thanked:

Guillame Brival, Paul Gerbaud, Marine Lacourie, Cédric Fleutiaux.

6. Thankyou* 

In order to better optimised the timing of this meeting, and in consideration of those online for whom it

was very late at night, thankyous were conducted prior to question time. 

A) THANKYOU 

Thankyou(s) were expressed to the following key people:

Yayasan Orang Laut Papua - The Board

Tomi Kumanireng

Meidy Kasmidi

Maya Puspa Dewi

Ayu Saraswati

 

Yayasan Orang Laut Papua - team and volunteers

Zadrak Sauyai

Tresye Marlessey

Eric Cornelisz

Alban Mazars-Simon

Thibault Bancillon

Marcel Mambrasar and Githa Ghie Anathasia

Ambassadors and Mentors:

Dr Laurent Debas

Warwik Alliston

Greg Johaness
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Our Partners 

7. Question Time

8. Meeting Adjournment
With there being no further business, The SEA People AGM 2021 was adjourned at 12.50pm.

_____________________________

Loreley Picourt, 

President, The SEA People

25th September, 2021

_______________________________

Lynn Lawrance, 

Chairperson, The SEA People  AGM 2021

25th September 2021
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After closing the previous agenda item, Question time was opened and is as documented at this link.

Minutes prepared by: 

Lynn Lawrance (English Version) and Marine Lacourie (French Version)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_P5WuzcIt7M

